PEOPLE SOLUTIONS

Looking for an opportunity with industry
leaders?
What we can offer you
We offer specialised recruitment solutions to

technical skills to ensure that we present the best

candidates in the engineering, construction,

candidates to our clients.

manufacturing and high technology sectors. With over

We recruit full-time and part-time, permanent and

25 years’ experience and our knowledge of these

contract positions across Australia and New Zealand

industry sectors we understand the need for highly

and have great range of recognised clients such as

skilled, presentable candidates. As such we provide a

Hawker Pacific Pty Ltd, Faiveley Transport Sydney,

range of services for our candidates including CV

CSIRO, Rinnai Australia Pty Ltd, Brightwater Engineers

evaluation, interviewing services and assessment of

ltd and DH Gibson Shopfitters Pty Ltd.

Over 25 years’ experience

Finding you the
best employer

PEOPLE SOLUTIONS

To join our database and to be one of the ﬁrst to know of new
industry opportunities, please email your CV including your
address to ci-recruitment@centralinnovation.com.au

Our placements

Our point of difference

We have both contract and permanent placements

We have in depth conversations with our clients to

available for our candidates depending on a clients’

ensure we know exactly what they are looking for and

needs.

take the time to ensure we put forward the right

Our contract placements are generally more

candidate to match not only the technical needs, but

specialised roles that are project based with

also the culture and environment of the office .

candidates placed for a minimum of 6 months. As such

We know these clients’ business models as we sell

contract roles can offer a candidate greater flexibility in

them the very software that makes up their systems

terms of roles, working hours and income as they work

and process, so they know and trust us to put the best

off of an hourly rate.

candidate forward.

Our permanent placements are more suited to

We can also assist with certification and training needs

production and process engineers that are involved in

to ensure candidates have the skills required to not

the research, design and development of products,

only succeed but excel in their positions.

offering candidates greater stability.

We have a rigorous assessment process to not only
test a candidates‘ skills but also to understand where
their strengths and weaknesses lie.
Everyday new jobs are requested across Australia and
New Zealand, so once on file we reuse our database
for multiple roles in multiple cities.

Central Innovation provides world-class design software, hardware, people and systems advice and solutions to the
architectural, construction and manufacturing industries in Australia and New Zealand. Our commitment is to bring
innovation, productivity and efficiencies to the design process and to the workplace.
AUSTRALIA | NEW ZEALAND | AUS 1300 423 372 | NZ 0800 900 889
www.centralinnovation.com
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